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A stunning arrowhead focal from Zola Elements adorns a long necklace with Czech Glass Bohemian Aged Seed beads. 

Complete the look with a pair of dangling delicate earrings.

What You'll Need

Nunn Design Bulk Chain, Delicate Cable Links 2.5x2mm, By the Foot, Antiqued Gold

SKU: CHA-0144

Project uses 24 Inches

22K Gold Plated Head Pins - 22 Gauge/1.5 Inches (50)

SKU: FHP-5215

Project uses 32 pieces

Czech Glass, Bohemian Aged 6/0 Round Seed Beads, 10 Grams, Etched Green Turquoise and Capri

SKU: BCS-9042

Project uses 32 pieces

22K Gold Plated Open Jump Rings 4mm 21 Gauge (x100)

SKU: FJR-5240

Project uses 3 pieces

Gold Plated Curved Lobster Clasps 12mm  (10 Pieces)

SKU: FCL-2514

Project uses 1 piece

22K Gold Plated Fish Hook Earring Hooks 15x15mm (50)

SKU: FEA-3020

Project uses 2 pieces

Zola Elements Pendant, Desert Fancy Arrowhead 24x47mm, 1 Piece, Antiqued Gold Tone

SKU: PZE-159

Project uses 1 piece

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5600] Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers - For Cutting Beading Wire, 1 Piece, [XTL-5511]

Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose, [XTL-5514] Beadsmith Jewelry Fine

Round Nose Micro Pliers

Instructions

This necklace measures approximately 26 inches.  To modify the length, simply adjust the length of chain on both sides respectively.

1. For the earrings: begin by taking one head pin, string on one seed bead and make a wrapped wire loop.  Repeat 6 more times.  
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2. Next, take one head pin and turn it into an eye pin by snipping off the pin head, and making a simple wire loop at one end.  Then string on one seed
bead and make another simple wire loop.  

3. To assemble the earring, we will be working our way up the earring.  Open the loop of one of the eye pins, same as you would a jump ring, and attach
three dangles with the wrapped wire loops.  Close this loop.

4. Take another eye pin, open the loop and slip on one wrapped wire loop dangle, then slip on the top of the eye pin from the previous step and one more
dangle.  Close the loop.  Repeat this step one more time.

5. Open the loop of the earring hook and slip it on to the top loop of the last eye pin.  Close the loop.  Repeat all of the above steps to make the second
earring.

6. For the necklace: begin by finding the center link of the 24 inches length of chain.  Open one jump ring and attach the arrowhead focal pendant to the
center link.  Close the jump ring.

7. Take one head pin and string on one seed bead, make a wrapped wire loop, but before you wrap the wire, attach it to the link of chain just to the right of
the link you attached the pendant too.  Wrap the wire and trim any excess.  Repeat five more times, moving one link to the right each time.  Then repeat on
the other side of the pendant.

8. Move to the end of the chain on one side.  Open a jump ring and attach one lobster clasp to the end link.  Close the jump ring.

9. Move to the other side of the necklace and attach one jump ring to the last link of the chain.  Close the jump ring.
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